
This is the low-impact tensegrity workshop featured as Twist & Twang, in Permaculture Magazine 
issue 65. It provides a warm, light and dry area covering 65 sq. mtrs, and was built for a money cost 
of £250. 



First steps with roundwood structures is usually cleaning the bark from the poles. 



You can get a lot of insect life nestling under the bark of decaying trees, as well as sticky resins 
extruding. So to prolong service life and improve appearance, stripping the bark is essential.



You can point the uprights by hand, or chainsaw, if you feel confident using one.



Charring timbers to place in the ground is an ancient technique. Effective, safe and non-toxic, it 
may not match the efficacy of powerful toxins like creosote, but it'll still last a fair while and won't 
kill the fish in the nearby burn either!



These poles are all larch anyway, which has a natural life in the ground of up to 35 years untreated. 
Charring could double that.



The site is immediately behind the house. You could level the base before starting, but I chose to 
create a split level workshop after the building was erected. Here you can see the post locations 
marked with wee pegs.



Poles laid out ready by their markers.



Because these are all fairly small diameters, we just made a hole with a pinch bar and hammered 
them in. Health & Insurance Profits Safety Officers look away now....



Good job I'm not insured!



The poles are not cut to length until they've been hammered in solid. To do this make sure your 
poles are at least a foot longer than you think they'll need to be. The best tool to check for vertical is 
a plumbob sighted down the centre of the trunk.



Once they're in mark out the levels with string across the building and saw to height. 



Cutting off the tops also allows you to remove mashed ends if the hammering has been severe.



Getting a rough idea of the roof curve.



The tops of the centre poles are v-notched to carry the horizontals.



Centre henges complete, with the main front to back members lying ready to be hoisted into place.



Each centre henge is joined to the two long beams by a single piece of threaded rod. Here Robert 
drills the hole through both beams whilst it is temporarily tied up in position.



Tightening the nuts on the fixings. The horizontals resting in the notches are only held in place by 
these strips of strapping, nailed to both beam and post.



Close-up of the same joint.



To fit spacers a small nail or piece of rod is pinned in the end of the timber and fits in a wee hole 
drilled in the side if the plastic, as seen here.



Warm-up exercises before the days work!



To create the necessary overhang to allow a gutter to be fitted underneath at the edge, the edge 
beam is held in position by the rope loops as it slides down the sloping tops of the outer poles.



Then easily drilled in position.



The outer edges of the henge tops are grooved to hold the poly pipe securely in place, once tied 
down.



Checking the size of the groove with an offcut.



Straight off the coils the polypipe is too tight a curve to handle easily. Pinning them out on the 
ground like this for a couple of days helps open up the curvature.



The ends of the polypipe are seated over wooden plugs nailed to the edge beams.



Ends of the polypipe cut with a coping saw to sit neatly against the edge beams.



The Carrick Bend is an ideal knot for locking firmly under strain, but still being easy to undo and 
adjust. Not as pretty when tightened, it is interesting how much it resembles basic celtic knotwork. 
Carrick was an ancient kingdom on the west coast of Scotland.



The basic principle of triangular bracing, here incorporating a loop through the body of the polypipe 
to also anchor it in place. A stronger way to loop the rope would around the far side of the pillar, 
instead of just through it as shown here. The one further away can be seen roughly tied in position, 
waiting to be drilled.



We used a rough former to hold up the centre of the hoops while fitting. There are three short 
uprights replacing this in the finished building.



Threading and tying the corner braces.



The basic frame complete.



View down the length of the building through the main entry.



Finishing touches - carpet underlay applied as softening where the polythene will be in contact with 
the timbers. Also the planking to carry the gutter.



Inside view of previous picture.



Sphaghetti junction!



The centre cross.



Under cover at last!



View from the potters wheel.



Workshop equipment and storage now fitted. Sound system installed - time to do some work!



The range of equipment available in the workshop for courses etc.



Several people can work here at once.



One corner of the space is given over to the self-watering greenhouse (see Greenhouse in the gallery 
menu to the right).



My favourite drill, a hand cranked pillar drill with auto feed and flywheel.



Overall view of house with workshop behind. Total construction cost (in money) under £5000.



And from the other side. "



Snow loading is always a hazard with large roofs. This can cope with much, but you need to be on 
hand to prevent buildups of over a foot or more.



Still a pleasant place to live and work - even under these conditions.


